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Markit Hub provides financial professionals 
with premium cross asset research from major 
broker dealers, regional banks, boutiques and 
independent research or news providers in an 
aggregated, single sign-on environment.  
This direct-to-source model and advanced search features provide easy access to 
relevant content.

Investors use research from multiple sources every day, often via separate portals 
with individual IDs and passwords.  Remembering numerous logins and searching 
investment concepts across multiple sources can be inefficient and time-
consuming, yet research aggregation sites often fall short of global coverage, unable 
to support the full range of content, tools and formats offered by individual portals.

Markit Hub provides free, single sign-on access to all the cross-asset research 
to which a user is entitled. The Hub’s direct-to-source model not only gives users 
access to research documents, but the proprietary tools and multimedia content 
available through each provider’s site. The Hub is an aggregated platform, enabling 
users to easily move from one provider to another or perform cross-provider 
searches, while keeping login credentials safe and secure.

Single sign-on

All of a user’s entitled research is in 
one place and can be accessed via one 
username and password. Users can 
jump from one provider to another and 
search across their providers.

Direct-to-source 

With this platform, users retain the option 
of interacting directly with a research 
provider’s site, as they always have. 
Users have access to more than just 
research through the individual provider 
portals.

Cross-provider search

Using the Hub bar, users can search 
simultaneously across a group of 
research providers.

Identity management

User credentials are safe and secure. 
We honor the entitlements users already 
have. When a new provider joins the 
Hub, their users will automatically be 
granted access to their content.

Flexible access

Users can access the Hub aggregated 
platform from either hub.com or any of 
their entitled providers’ online portals 
using the same hub credentials.

Free

Buy-side users receive access to Hub at  
no charge.

32 
research and news providers

1 million+
research documents

25+
product areas covered, including  
equities, FX, fixed income

15k +
unique authors

Markit Hub
Markit Hub provides premium cross asset research from major dealers, regional banks and boutiques in 
a free, aggregated, single sign-on environment
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 Dedicated panels for more 
information on reports, 
analysts and providers

 View headlines from multiple 
providers in one, constantly 
updating place. Clicking on 
the headline opens the report 
in the provider’s site

 The Hub dock is low profi le 
and persistent; it moves with 
the user to provider sites

 Powerful predictive search 
available in Hub dock

 Save documents and searches 
to the briefcase for reading later 
online, offl ine or on the iPad

 Easily manage available 
providers on the Hub

 View headlines from multiple  View headlines from multiple B
E

 Dedicated panels for more  Dedicated panels for more A D

 The Hub dock is low profi le  The Hub dock is low profi le C
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